
Unique, safe, 
unbreakable plastic 

single use vaginal speculum
Single use Class IIa medical device

Unique design, developed 

and tested in the UK

Safe, unbreakable in normal use and 

available in 5 sizes for patient comfort

Class IIa medical device, suitable for:

 All observational and examination procedures

 Surgically invasive procedures

Ergonomic, contoured profile for trauma free use:

 Anti-pinch hinge and beak design

 Unique gel pockets retain lubricant

 Smooth, silent, rapid opening and closing system

 Pivoting runner for unobstructed visual and 
 instrumentation access

To request samples, visit www.robinsonhealthcare.com

Convenient dispensing 
case with choice of three 
perforated access windows



Instraspec

Unbreakable Plastic Speculum with locking nut. Made from an advanced 
crystal-clear polymer in convenient drop-front dispensing carton.

Extra Small DISP0108104 £17.82
Small DISP0108100 £17.82
Medium DISP0108101 £17.82
Medium-Long DISP0108102 £17.82
Large DISP0108103 £17.82

Disposable Universal Speculum (plastic)

Silent, quick, quarter-turn locking.

Virgin (white lock) DISP0080610 £52.92
Small (blue lock) DISP0080710 £52.92
Medium (red lock) DISP0080810 £52.92
Large (green lock) DISP0080910 £52.92

Ultraspec Unbreakable Speculum (plastic)

With locking nut. In clear plastic with a feminine pink tinge. Unrivalled 
ability to “give” when locked open if spasm occurs reducing discomfort. 

Small DISP0902201 £16.12
Medium DISP0902100 £16.12
Medium (includes 1 vaginal wall retractor*) DISP0900220 £16.12
Medium-Long/Large DISP0902203 £16.12
Combo Pack DISP0902200 £28.65 
(10 medium + 10 vaginal wall retractors*)

*to turn the Ultraspec 
medium into a 4 blade 
device to maximise 
visualisation.

Pelispec Disposable Plastic Sims Speculum

Medium DISP0027025 £34.65

Cusco Vaginal Speculum (Stainless Steel)

Virgin DISP0100700 £2.30
Small DISP0100600 £2.30
Medium DISP0100200 £2.30
Medium-Long DISP0102005 £2.30
Large DISP0100800 £2.30

Sims Vaginal Speculum (Stainless Steel)

Medium DISP0100900 £4.17

Winterton Vaginal Speculum (Stainless Steel)

 DISP0101000 £5.97

Eco Gold Speculum

Small. Pack of 140 DISP0903105 £72.58
Medium. Pack of 120 DISP0903106 £62.21
Medium-Long. Pack of 120 DISP0903107 £62.21
Large. Pack of 120 DISP0903108 £62.21

All disposable Specula are sterile
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